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Conflict Update # 132 

July 26th, 2022 

Conflict Assessment 

Key assessments 

Russian proxy and occupation leadership is 

enunciating expedited deadlines for the capture of 

Ukrainian territory to align with the Kremlin’s efforts to 

prepare for the annexation of occupied territories into 

the Russian Federation. 

Russian forces gained marginal ground northeast 

of Bakhmut and are continuing to fight east and south of 

Bakhmut. 

Russian forces conducted a limited attack 
northwest of Izyum, likely to secure Russian rear areas 

on the Izyum-Slovyansk line. 

Russian forces conducted limited attacks 
southwest of Donetsk City near the Zaporizhia Oblast 

border. 

Russian forces focused on defending occupied lines 

and conducted a limited ground assault in northwestern 

Kherson Oblast. 

Ukrainian forces continued to strike Russian logistics 

nodes in Kherson Oblast. 

The Kremlin is continuing to constitute regional 

volunteer battalions for deployment into Ukraine. 

Ukrainian intelligence leaks continue to reveal the Kremlin’s annexation agendas for occupied Ukraine by way of 

falsified referenda. 

Subordinate main effort—Southern Kharkiv, Donetsk, Luhansk Oblasts - Russian forces conducted limited 

ground attacks northwest of Slovyansk and shelled settlements to the southeast and southwest of Izyum on July 26. The 

Ukrainian General Staff reported that Russian troops once again conducted an unsuccessful assault near Bohorodychne, 

about 20 km northwest of Slovyansk.  

The Ukrainian General Staff (UGS) also noted that Russian forces conducted a reconnaissance operation near Chepil, 

about 60 km northwest of Slovyansk between Kharkiv City and Izyum. This reconnaissance attempt may suggest that 

Russian forces are seeking to secure the rear of operations on the Izyum-Slovyansk line. ISW will continue to monitor the 

Chepil area for indicators of the nature of Russian operations northwest of the Izyum-Slovyansk line. Russian forces 
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continued to shell settlements along the Kharkiv-

Donetsk Oblast border southeast of Izyum and 

around Barvinkove, southwest of Izyum. 

UGS additionally claimed that Ukrainian forces 

repelled Russian assaults in the area of the Sviati 

Hory National Nature Park, about 20 km northeast of 

Slovyansk. The Sviati Hory park is bounded by the 

eastern bank of the Siverskyi Donets River, and it is 

unlikely that Russian forces have yet made it across 

the river and are advancing southwest toward 

Slovyansk. The language of the General Staff report is 

vague and may suggest that: 

• Russian forces have either crossed the Siverskyi 

Donetsk River on the outskirts of the park (which is 

unlikely given previous challenges Russian troops 

have faced in opposed river crossings); 

• That Ukrainian forces have crossed the Siverskyi 

Donetsk River onto the territory of the park and are 

engaging Russian troops in the area, which would be 

noteworthy, but for which there is no evidence; 

• or that Russian forces simply carried out 

unspecified offensive actions somewhere near the 

park and in the general area northeast of Slovyansk. 

ISW will continue to monitor developments and 

potential directions of Russian advances from the 

Sviati Hory area. 

Russian forces made incremental gains northeast of 

Bakhmut between July 25 and 26. Geolocated 

footage posted by a Russian soldier walking freely along a very damaged segment of the T1302 Bakhmut-Lysychansk 

highway in Berestove (25 km northeast of Bakhmut) shows that Russian forces took control of Berestove on July 25.  

The footage shows that Berestove has been essentially leveled by Russian artillery and is completely abandoned, which 

suggests that Ukrainian troops may have conducted a controlled withdrawal from the area. Russian forces will likely 

leverage this position to move southwest along the T1302 towards Soledar and attempt to assault Bakhmut from the 

Berestove-Soledar line. Russian forces are also fighting near Soledar itself. 

Russian forces continued to fight south of Bakhmut on July 26. Several Russian sources posted further confirmation that 

Russian forces, including Wagner Group mercenaries, have taken control of the Vuhlehirska Power Plant (also sometimes 

referred to as the Vuhledar Power Plant) about 25 km southeast of Bakhmut. UGS stated that Russian forces are fighting 

in Semihirya (just northwest of the Vuhlehirska Power Plant).  

ISW assessed on July 25 that Ukrainian troops likely conducted a controlled withdrawal from the power plant to 

Semihirya, and Russian forces will likely continue measured attempts to push north of the territory of the plant towards 

Bakhmut. 
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Russian forces conducted limited ground attacks southwest of Donetsk City on July 26. UGS reported that Russian forces 

attempted to assault Blahodatne and Pavlivka, both about 45 km southwest of Donetsk City. Blahodatne is within ISW-

assessed Russian-controlled territory, and the Ukrainian General Staff’s report on an attack in its vicinity may suggest 

that Ukrainian troops have conducted limited counterattacks near Blahodatne as they have around Pavlivka. Russian 

troops additionally continued to focus offensive operations in the direction of Avdiivka and fired along the Avdiivka-

Donetsk City line of contact. 

Supporting effort #1—Kharkiv City - Russian 

forces did not conduct any ground assaults and 

continued to focus on maintaining defensive lines north 

of Kharkiv City to prevent Ukrainian forces from 

advancing toward the international border on July 26. 

UGS reported that Russian forces continued to conduct 

air and artillery strikes along the Kharkiv City Axis on 

July 26. Russian forces conducted airstrikes on 

Mospanove, Zalyman, and Yavirske, all southeast of 

Kharkiv City, and launched tube and rocket artillery 

strikes on Kharkiv City and settlements to the north, 

northeast, and southeast. 

Supporting effort #2—Southern Axis - Russian 

forces continued their air and missile campaign against 

Odesa and Mykolaiv Oblasts on July 26.  

Ukrainian Air Force Command Spokesperson Yuriy Ignat 

reported that Russian bombers fired 13 air missiles at 

the coastal settlement of Zatoka south of the Dniester 

Estuary and other unspecified areas in Odesa Oblast 

from the Black Sea, and social media reports showed 

destruction of residential infrastructure.  

Mykolaiv Oblast Administration Head Vitaly Kim 

reported that Russian forces fired 18 missiles at 

Mykolaiv Oblast, and about half of the missiles hit a 

defunct railway bridge, industrial areas, residential 

buildings, and critical infrastructure. Kim specified that 

Russian forces launched six Kh-59 cruise missiles and 12 

missiles from S-300 air defense systems.  

The Ukrainian Southern Operational Command added 

that Russian forces targeted an unspecified port in Mykolaiv Oblast. 

Russian forces continued to focus on defending their occupied positions and attempted a limited unsuccessful assault in 

northwestern Kherson Oblast. The Ukrainian Southern Operational Command reported that Russian forces made another 

unsuccessful attempt to advance from occupied Ishchenka to Bilohirka on July 25, likely in an effort to push back 

Ukrainian positions on the eastern Inhulets Riverbank. Russian forces also carried out air and missile strikes on 

settlements around the Ukrainian bridgehead over the Inhulets River. 
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Ukrainian forces reportedly continued to strike 

Russian ammunition depots and manpower 

concentrations in Kherson Oblast, likely 

complicating Russian logistics in the region. The 

Ukrainian Southern Operational Command 

stated that Ukrainian forces destroyed a 

command post and an ammunition depot of the 

11th Separate Guards Air Assault Brigade (based 

in Ulan Ude, Buryatia) in northern Kherson 

Oblast on July 25.  

Advisor to the Kherson Oblast Military 

Administration Head Serhiy Khlan also confirmed 

that Russian forces are attempting to establish a 

pontoon crossing over the Inhulets River in 

Darivka (approximately 24 km northeast of 

Kherson City) to resume transport of heavy 

equipment after Ukrainian strikes damaged a 

bridge in the area. 

Mobilization and force generation efforts 

The Kremlin continued measures to recruit 

additional volunteer battalions to support 

Russia’s invasion of Ukraine.  

Regional media outlets reported that Yaroslavl 

Oblast is recruiting volunteers aged 20 to 50 with 

previous military experience for the “Marshal 

Fyodor Tolbukhin” volunteer battalion on July 

26. Regional reports noted that over 100 

Yaroslavl Oblast residents have already joined the battalion with regional officials offering a one-time 120,000-ruble 

(approximately $2,000) payment for enlisting.  

Recruits will also reportedly receive a starting monthly “allowance” of 36,000 rubles (approximately $600), which will 

increase to 150,000 rubles (approximately $2,500) once they enter combat zones. The Ukrainian Main Military 

Intelligence Directorate (GUR) reported that Russian forces are recruiting Central Asian immigrants to join the Moscow-

based “Sobyaninskiy Polk” volunteer regiment in return for high salaries and Russian citizenship instead of recruiting 

Moscow Oblast residents. Kyrgyz YouTube channel MediaHub also reported that Russian forces have been recruiting 

Kyrgyz men by falsely offering them jobs in the security field. 

Russian forces are likely training volunteer battalions from different regions in select training camps due to lack of military 

trainers. Chechen leader Ramzan Kadyrov reported that recruits from various Russian regions undergo accelerated 

training in the SPETSNAZ University in Chechnya and published footage of unspecified Chechen fighters deploying to 

Donbas from the Grozny Airport on July 25.  

Kadyrov has previously reported on the deployment of unspecified volunteer elements throughout July, and Chechen 

units will likely deploy to Ukraine in smaller groups rather than fully assembled battalions due to limited training capacity 

at the SPETSNAZ University. 
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Activity in Russian-occupied areas - Ukrainian intelligence leaks continue to detail Kremlin plans to annex occupied 

Ukrainian territory into Russia via falsified referenda. The Ukrainian Security Service (SBU) reported on July 26 that 

Russian officials plan to rely on activist members of the “Donetsk Republic” organization to advocate for an accession 

referendum and to mobilize voters across occupied Ukrainian territory in Donetsk, Luhansk, Zaporizhia, and Kherson 

Oblasts.  

The Donetsk Republic organization is a Russian proxy precursor to the governance structures of the Donetsk People’s 

Republic that has advocated for Russian annexation of Donbas since 2005. The SBU reported that the organization will 

likely rename itself “Greater Russia” and will advocate for the Russian annexation not just of Donbas, but of all of occupied 

Ukraine, demonstrating the Kremlin’s ever-expanding territorial objectives. Ukrainian intelligence leaked t-shirt designs 

showing a unified outline of Russia and Ukraine that also includes the US state of Alaska as part of “Greater Russia.” 

Ukrainian intelligence also leaked pre-drafted letters, ostensibly by members of the organization, appealing to DNR Head 

Denis Pushilin to hold a referendum. The letters were hand-signed and dated August 1 and 9, 2022. 

These future-dated documents demonstrate that the Kremlin has planned a paced information operation to support the 

annexation and integration of occupied Ukrainian territory into the Russian Federation. That operation has already 

begun. The first phases involved Russian proxies calling for Russian intervention, Russian forces taking and occupying 

swathes of southern and eastern Ukraine, and Russian occupation officials replacing Ukrainian identifying documents, 

telecommunications, currency, and local governance with Russian alternatives. Proxy officials will now continue to 

request annexation, citing what they will claim is a popular, grassroots campaign calling for accession referenda. 

The next phase will likely involve ostensibly grassroots groups engaging or intimidating civilians in occupied areas and 

occupation officials increasingly tying humanitarian aid to “correct” electoral participation in annexation referenda. The 

SBU reported that members of the Donetsk Republic have already engaged with 200,000 citizens in occupied areas, 

encouraging them to join the organization and support the occupation and annexation. After releasing their “grassroots 

appeals” in early August and increasing their propaganda output throughout the month, the Kremlin’s proxies will most 

likely claim that it is the will of the people to schedule their referenda for September 11, the same day that local and 

gubernatorial elections are held across Russia. 

The reported objectives of the “Greater Russia” organization demonstrate that the Kremlin has already developed post-

annexation plans for population control as well. The group’s listed objectives include territorial integration, humanitarian 

aid, “support for civil initiatives on the ground,” “removal of social tension,” and “development of the economic potential 

of the territories.” 

Repeated Ukrainian intelligence leaks of this Russian and proxy planning may force the Kremlin to alter or forgo elements 

of their planned annexation campaign, just as US and allied “pre-bunking” of Russian false-flag attempts forced the 

Kremlin to forgo many of its planned justifications for the invasion of Ukraine in February 2022. Ukrainian 

counteroffensives could also force a change in the Kremlin’s annexation timeline. 

Russian losses continue to mount - As of Sunday, Russia has lost an estimated 39,000 troops, 1,704 tanks, 3,920 

armored personnel vehicles, 863 artillery systems, 251 multiple launch rocket systems, 113 anti-aircraft warfare 

systems, 221 aircraft, 188 helicopters, 15 boats, and 2,803 vehicles and fuel tanks, the Ukrainian defense ministry said. 

Those losses include 50 ammunition depots destroyed by High Mobility Artillery Rocket Systems (HIMARS).  

Last Friday, Ukraine claimed to destroy a Russian artillery division that included howitzers and other equipment. A 

video posted by the Armed Forces of Ukraine's Command of the Airborne Assault Troops showed the division being 

destroyed by an attack from Ukraine's airborne and ground troops. 
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Russia almost certainly perceives anti-ship missiles as a key threat, which is limiting the effectiveness of their 

Black Sea Fleet, said the U.K. Defense Ministry in its latest update Tuesday morning. This alleged handicap of the Kremlin's 

Black Sea Fleet "has significantly undermined the overall invasion plan, as Russia cannot realistically attempt an 

amphibious assault to seize Odesa," according to the Brits. 

ABC News visited the site of one of the recent cruise missile attacks in Odesa on Tuesday morning. "This 

was someone's holiday home," writes Patrick Reevell, reporting on location. "A whole street of them blasted apart. An 

anti-ship missile landed in a garden. 

This reporting underscores the duplicity of Russian denials and statements. It also highlights their desperation with using 

anti-ship missiles against ground targets, not what they are designed or manufactured for. Further evidence that their 

weapons stockpiles are seriously depleted. 

HIMARS Have Killed These Members of Russia's Military Elite–Full List - HIMARS—High Mobility Artillery 

Rocket Systems—are enabling Kyiv to launch a series of devastating strikes on Russian targets in Ukraine, and have killed 

at least four members of Russia's military elites. 

Reports of Russia's top military officers killed by HIMARS strikes continued the following month. 

On July 11, news reports said that Ukraine's armed forces had killed twelve Russian officers in a single rocket strike 

targeting a command post at Chornobaivka Airport near the city of Kherson. The airport, which was captured early in 

Russia's war against Ukraine, was an important military base for Russian troops occupying the southern Ukrainian city. 

On July 12, news sources including the Britain's Guardian, Telegraph and Daily Mail newspapers reported that Ukraine's 

strikes had killed at least seven people at an ammunition depot in Nova Kakhovka, Kherson. 

A claim concerning the fatalities was made by the city's Russian-installed administration, which attributed the strikes to 

HIMARS weapons Kyiv had recently received from the U.S. Ukraine's armed forces did not, on this occasion, confirm 

whether the strikes had been launched using such weapons. 

Among the victims of the strike was Chief of Staff for the 22nd Army Corps of the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation 

Major General Artem Nasbulin, according to a post on Telegram by the spokesman for the head of the Odesa regional 

military administration Serhiy Bratchuk. 

"There is information about the liquidation of another Russian general after HIMARS missiles hit the headquarters in the 

Kherson region. The chief of staff of the 22nd Army Corps of the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation (military unit 

73954, Simferopol) Major General Nasbulin has gone to war," Bratchuck said. 

If confirmed, Nasbulin would have been the 12th Russian general to have been killed since the beginning of the war on 

February 24. 

Over the weekend, the death of three more members of Russia's military elites was attributed to Ukraine's HIMARS 

strikes. 

The death of lieutenant colonel Maksim Potyomin—which was previously known—was said to have been caused by 

HIMARS strikes by his father Alexey Potyomin, who told local media that his son's car "was hit by a HIMARS missile" in 

Donetsk on July 8. 

Potyomin's death was corroborated by Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty, but the news organization did not confirm the 

strikes used HIMARS. 
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Another top Russian officer, Colonel Anatoly Stasyukevich, is thought to have been killed in the same attack in which 

Potyomin lost his life. The two were reportedly both fighter pilots stationed in Krymsk, Krasnodar region. 

The Daily Mail reports that Lieutenant Colonel Sergei Mikhaylov, commander of a motorized rifle battalion, was also 

killed in Ukraine by HIMARS strikes. 

Ukraine Shoots Down $16 Million Russian 

Combat Helicopter - Ukraine's Ministry of Defense 

announced on Monday that its troops successfully shot 

down a Russian Ka-52 helicopter, which is considered to 

be one of Russia's most powerful helicopters as it 

provides direct support for troops on the battlefield and 

is capable of detecting and attacking any target. This is 

the latest sign of Ukrainian success amid the Russia-

Ukraine war. 

"Ukrainian warriors of the 25th Paratrooper Brigade shot 

down a russian combat helicopter Ka-52 with 'Igla' 

MANPADS," the defense ministry tweeted. "Ka-52 is 

worth about $16 million." The post did not specify what 

weapons were used to shoot the helicopter down or where the incident occurred. 

More Quiet On The Eastern Front: Russian Shelling Lessens In Ukraine's Donbas Region - As Russia's invasion 

of Ukraine enters its sixth month, Ukrainian troops fighting in the Donetsk region say they are not experiencing the 

constant shelling they have seen up to now. 

Who is talking to who? There is no doubt that back channel communications are ongoing and serious.  

Diplomats work in shady areas and mysterious ways without announcement or heraldry.  

Russia has undoubtedly been advised that any use of nuclear or weapons of mass destruction will see a different NATO 

and Western response. They will have been made aware, in behind the scenes discussions, that this will be neither 

tolerated nor swept under the rug. 

China similarly will have undoubtedly been advised not to send military or other clandestine goods to Russia.  

Countries always maintain contact between each other, and particularly between leaders. “Red phones” and other 

channels provide for direct communication when warranted. 

This is the way of international diplomacy, and despite all the rhetoric and statements of gusto, real “red” lines are 

communicated in clear and unambiguous fashion – but behind the scenes and away from press corps and social media 

platforms. 

We can expect that this is ongoing and serious.  

Russian Troops Deserting Posts As Kyiv Makes Use of U.S. Weapons - The Pentagon has said in a statement 

that Russian morale seems to be running low in the ongoing Ukraine war, amid reports of soldiers at all levels deserting 

their posts or refusing to fight. It also said Kyiv is making "excellent use" of American-built Phoenix Ghost unmanned 

aerial systems, as well as other weapons it has sent to the besieged country. 

In the statement, an unnamed senior military official said that Russian advances in eastern Ukraine were slow and costly, 

and there was evidence that Russian morale was low. 
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"We continue to see increased signs of discipline and morale problems in the Russian army," the official said. "The 

Ukrainian will continues to be incredibly strong. And what we're seeing is that will kind of…push the Russians around 

pretty decently." 

The official pointed out the many reports that detail Russian soldiers at all levels deserting posts or refusing to fight. 

Video Shows Russian Soldiers Refusing To Fight In Ukraine - A video shot by a Russian soldier captures a military 

mutiny in Ukraine -- as men from a unit of military engineers defy their commander and refuse to fight. Photos sent by 

another soldier from the unit showed a basement where they were later detained. Two mothers of men in the unit said 

that 20 soldiers were being held ahead of a court martial. 

More Russian Air Strikes Hit Ukraine's Black Sea Regions, Despite Grain Deal - Russia targeted Ukraine’s 

southern Black Sea regions of Odesa and Mykolayiv with air strikes on July 26, hitting private buildings and port 

infrastructure, the Ukrainian military said. 

The buildings that were hit in the Odesa region caught fire, Ukraine’s Operational Command South said on Facebook. In 

the Mykolayiv region, port infrastructure was targeted despite a deal intended to allow grain shipments to resume from 

Ukraine's Black Sea ports. 

A Ukrainian Air Force spokesman said long-range Russian bombers and fighter jets launched the strikes from the Black 

Sea. 

Again, and as mentioned in previous Updates, Russia is launching attacks against Ukrainian positions from afar, with naval 

missiles and long-range aircraft, meaning they are staying out of range of Ukrainian counter artillery. 

There exists a large opportunity in this regard as the US-supplied HIMARS weapons systems, surrently ranged at 50 miles, 

will shortly be enhanced to reach 190 miles. 

This will drastically push Russian forces and bases back.  

HIMARS Better for Ukraine Than Multiple 

Launch Rocket System - Retired U.S. Army 

General Mark Hertling says the long-range 

missile system provided to Ukraine's military is 

nimbler than other rocket launchers and gives 

the country an advantage against Russia. 

Hertling made the remarks in a Twitter thread 

today explaining how the High Mobility Artillery 

Rocket System (HIMARS) is particularly well-

suited for Ukraine's fight against Russia. Since 

the U.S. agreed to share the missile system, 

Ukrainian forces say they've used it to great 

effect against the larger and better-equipped 

Russian military. 

A former commander of the U.S. Army Europe and the Seventh Army, Hertling was responding to Ukrainian Defense 

Minister Oleksiy Reznikov, who touted the precision of the missile system. 

"Our gunners use HIMARS very delicately—like a surgeon with a scalpel, they work," Reznikov said on national television, 

according to Ukrainian Pravda. 
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Reznikov said the accuracy of the missile system has allowed Ukraine's forces to destroy bridge crossings, as well as 

Russian ammunition depots and command posts. Those successful strikes, he said, deprive Russian forces of their ability 

to conduct combat operations. 

Hertling shared in the Twitter thread that Ukraine had initially requested Multiple Launch Rocket System (MLRS) units. 

But Hertling said the M270 MLRS is "a tracked vehicle" designed to keep up with tanks on rough terrain. The M142 

HIMARS, he said, is a fast-moving wheeled vehicle that travels 60 mph and higher on roads and 30 mph on rough terrain. 

"MLRS is harder to fix, has more parts," said Hertling. "HIMARS is basically a truck with rockets." 

The MLRS has two rocket pods and 12 missiles compared to HIMARS' six-missile rocket pod, but Hertling said it's easier 

to train a smaller crew to operate the HIMARS, which he said can "shoot, scoot, (and) reload faster" with fewer troops. 

The lower maintenance of the HIMARS and its ability to maneuver quickly in eastern Ukraine, where Russia has refocused 

its war efforts, also makes a difference, Hertling added. 

Humanitarian 

After Surviving Occupation, Kyiv Villagers Describe Russian Troops Astonished By Basic Amenities - Local 

residents say when Russian troops occupied their village in the Kyiv region, they were dumbfounded by Ukraine's "high 

living standards." Now, most of the village is in ruins, leaving many locals homeless and in need. 

China 

China Has a Crisis Brewing – Will It Be the Final Straw for Global Economy? - The ‘Dragon’ enters an already 

troubled world: it looks like the China story is going to jolt the global economy like a Bull in a China shop, and no one 

knows the magnitude of the damage. 

Supply-side disruptions and real estate developer defaults have been in the news since last year, but the world has been 

busy with the Russia-Ukraine war and global inflation. Economists and fund managers have so far been mainly concerned 

about a recession in the US & Europe and the debt crisis in smaller countries. Well, China may just deliver a nasty shock. 

Nothing seems to be going right and the troubles are just getting bigger. 

How real estate has crushed the economy 

Last year, China’s largest real estate company, Evergrande, with a debt of nearly $300 bn, defaulted on its bond 

repayments. Real estate is now sinking the whole country. The sector contributes more than 25% to the Chinese GDP. 

Over the years, China has created a structurally imbalanced economy with large exposure to real estate. As much as 78% 

of household wealth is in the form of real estate holdings. Families pool in resources to buy homes, and thus house 

ownership has a huge significance for the Chinese people. Since last week, homeowners have been refusing to pay 

mortgage EMIs in 91 cities involving more than 300 projects, as developers have failed to deliver homes. China may be 

heading for an encore of the 2008 subprime crisis. 

The total banking exposure to real estate stands at a whopping $9.2 trillion. Default by homebuyers and developers will 

spin up major banking stress in China, which is likely to have a global impact. For a couple of months now, rural banks in 

Henan have frozen the deposits of the public as they are unable to pay. Local politicians are protecting the defaulting 

banks amid charges of diversion of funds. Shockingly, the Bank of China has declared these deposits as ‘investment 

products’ and they can’t be withdrawn. 

China is behaving like a classic socialist economy, where no one owns anything, and everything belongs to the state. The 

People’s Liberation Army (PLA) has deployed tanks on the streets to keep away people whose deposits have been frozen 
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by the defaulting banks. The military and the police are protecting the defaulting banks and developers against citizens, 

who are now at risk of losing their life savings. 

The central government is in no position to help as China’s total debt is bursting through the seams, standing at 264% of 

its GDP (corporate and individual debt included). Local governments are borrowing funds at 10%, while the bank rate for 

savings accounts is under 1% as such these 10% interest bonds would qualify for junk bonds. 

This Update series has been warning about China’s financial danger for some months. 

Grain 

Kubrakov Says First Grain Shipments From Ukraine May Be This Week - Ukrainian Infrastructure Minister 

Oleksandr Kubrakov says he hopes the first shipments of grain under a deal mediated by the United Nations and Turkey 

will leave the country's Chornomorsk port this week. 

Speaking at a news conference on July 25, Kubrakov said there was no limit stipulated in the deal as to the amount of 

grain that could be shipped from Ukraine. 

"We expect the agreement to start working in the coming days...We are preparing for everything to start this week," said 

Kubrakov, who led Ukraine's delegation at talks to clinch the deal in Istanbul last week. 

Wheat Prices Up Sharply After Strike On Odesa, Despite Moscow Denying Impact Of Attack - Wheat prices 

rose sharply on July 25 after Russian missiles struck the Ukrainian port of Odesa over the weekend despite claims by the 

Kremlin that the strike targeted military installations and would not affect grain exports. 

Kremlin spokesman Dmitry Peskov said on July 25 that the two Kalibr missiles that landed near a pumping station at the 

Odesa port "exclusively" targeted military infrastructure and were "not connected with the agreement on the export of 

grain" reached on July 22 in Istanbul by Russia, Ukraine, the United Nations, and Turkey. 

"This cannot and should not affect the start of shipment," Peskov told reporters. However, wheat futures on the Chicago 

Board of Trade rose nearly 4 percent to $7.86 a bushel on July 25, regaining much of the ground lost after the signing of 

the agreement. 

IAPH supports Ukrainian port workers, condemns Russian missile attacks  - THE International Association of 

Ports and Harbours (IAPH) has condemned the Russian missile attacks which struck the port of Odesa less than 24 hours 

after the signature of the international agreement to establish a humanitarian maritime corridor to enable ships to export 

essential cargoes of grain and foodstuffs from Ukrainian seaports. 

The association said the attacks gravely undermine efforts by Ukrainian seaports to prepare resumption of maritime 

traffic, adding that the IAPH and The Seafarers' Charity appeal to the maritime industry to support Ukrainian port 

workers. 

"IAPH commends Ukrainian port workers, represented through the Maritime Transport Workers' Trade Union of Ukraine 

and the Ukrainian Sea Ports Authority, who are making every effort to prepare the ports of Odesa, Chornomorsk and 

Pivdennyi for the resumption of maritime traffic under extraordinarily difficult circumstances. 

This is noteworthy as international unions and associations can literally stop stevedoring activity on all Russian vessels, 

should they so vote, particularly should their brother members suffer death or injury in Ukrainian ports. 

Russia is the main beneficiary of the so-called ‘grain agreement’ - On July 22, the so-called “grain agreement” 

was signed in Istanbul between Ukraine, Turkey, and the UN, on the one hand, and Russia, Turkey, and the UN, on the 
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other. According to this agreement, Turkey acts as a guarantor of ensuring the security of the "grain corridor" for the 

export of grain from three so-called “Big Odesa” Ukrainian ports: Chernomorsky, Yuzhny, and Odesa. 

The agreement assumed all parties to the agreement would benefit. Ukraine would be able to export grain. Russia would 

be able to export its grain and fertilizers, and it would also obtain EU permission to import aircraft parts, including aircraft 

engines. Turkey would be able to buy grain from Russia and Ukraine at reduced prices and resell it. The UN acts as the 

"savior" of African countries from hunger, and the EU – from the invasion of a new wave of emigrants. 

The Deputy Minister of Infrastructure of Ukraine, Yuriy Vaskov, promised to start shipping grain this week and increase 

grain exports through these ports in the near future to three million tons per month. It is assumed Ukrainian grain will 

be exported to traditional markets: China, Egypt, Turkey, and Indonesia. 

But the very next morning, Russia fired four rockets at the port of Odesa, two of which were shot down, and two 

destroyed the pumping station in the port. 

Initially, Russia stated, through the mouth of the Turkish Minister of Defense, that it was not involved in this shelling. 

Then, the press secretary of the Russian Foreign Ministry, Maria Zakharova, and later the Minister of Foreign Affairs, 

Sergey Lavrov, confirmed the port of Odesa was fired upon by Russian missiles to destroy the Harpoon anti-ship missiles, 

allegedly based in the port. 

At the same time, Lavrov said that this shelling does not contradict the treaty, since there is nothing in it that prevents 

Russia from destroying military infrastructure in ports. This statement is technically correct, which, on the one hand, 

testifies to the poor work of the Ukrainian negotiators, and, on the other, once again confirms the saying attributed to 

the former Chancellor of Prussia, Otto Bismarck, that “any treaty with Russia is not worth the paper on which it is written." 

According to Ukrainian military and political experts, the export of Ukrainian grain will still be carried out. However, there 

will not be a big benefit, which traders and Ukraine were counting on, as the cost of freight insurance will increase sharply, 

which, in turn, will not allow the price of grain to rise on the domestic market and receive sufficient profit for its 

producers. 

Thus, Russia became the main beneficiary of this agreement. It managed to ease sanctions, harm Ukraine, and present 

itself as the savior of African countries from hunger. Turkey's reputation has been damaged as a guarantor of the security 

of Ukrainian grain exports, and the UN has once again demonstrated its impotence and uselessness. Ukraine practically 

lost. 

The most far-sighted grain producers are actively purchasing silo bags, which can store up to 200 tons of grain for up to 

7 months. It is assumed that 10-15 million tons can be stored in silo bags in Ukraine. 

There are currently approximately 42 million tons of grain storage silos available. According to the latest estimates this 

year, a harvest of 52 million tons of grain and 13-15 million tons of oilseeds is expected. 

So far, grain producers are in no hurry to sell it, and traders are in no hurry to buy it in anticipation of the development 

of the situation. 

Putin 

Putin Meets With Top Officials as Russia Worries Over Devastating HIMARS - Putin held a cabinet meeting 

today with senior officials, amid concerns about Ukraine's High Mobility Artillery Rocket Systems (HIMARS) from the 

United States that Western officials claim hamper Moscow's war efforts. 

The rocket systems first arrived in Ukraine in June from the U.S and have been seen as crucial to helping Kyiv's forces 

repel the Russian military. 
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The Russian state-backed TASS news agency reported on Monday that Putin held the cabinet meeting via 

videoconference, with the main topics being the development of air transport and aircraft manufacturing. Deputy Prime 

Minister and Trade Minister Denis Manturov, and Transport Minister Vitaly Savelyev gave presentations at the meeting. 

The Kremlin said "a number of current issues will also be considered," without providing more details, but it is likely that 

a response to HIMARS will be broached at the meeting, according to TASS. Putin last met with top officials on July 15, 

when he held a meeting of Russia's Security Council. 

Western officials have touted the threat HIMARS poses to Moscow. It can carry either six guided rockets with a range of 

around 40 miles, or a single Army Tactical Missile System (ATACMS), with a range of almost 200 miles. 

A senior U.S. defense official told reporters on Friday that Ukraine had used HIMARS to destroy more than 100 "high 

value" Russian targets in recent weeks. The official said that among those targets were ammunition depots, long-range 

artillery positions, command posts, air-defense sites, and radar and communications nodes. 

Sanctions 

Britain, EU Extend Sanctions On Russia Over War In Ukraine - Britain and the European Union have extended 

sanctions on Russia in response to Moscow's invasion of Ukraine. 

The U.K. Foreign Office said on its website on July 26 that the sanctions, which included travel bans and asset freezes, 

were imposed on 42 new people and entities, including several governors of Russian regions and the Kremlin-installed 

prime minister of the separatist-controlled Donetsk region of Ukraine, Vitaly Khotsenko. 

The EU, meanwhile, approved the extension of its sanctions for another six months until January 31, the European Council 

said in a statement. 

The U.K. said its list also includes Vladislav Kuznetsov, the Moscow-imposed first deputy chairman of the Luhansk region 

in eastern Ukraine, which is held by Russia-backed separatists. 

"We will not keep quiet and watch Kremlin-appointed state actors suppress the people of Ukraine or the freedoms of 

their own people," Foreign Secretary Liz Truss said in a statement. "We will continue to impose harsh sanctions on those 

who are trying to legitimize Putin’s illegal invasion until Ukraine prevails." 

German Foreign Minister Says EU Won't Fall For Russian Gas 'Blackmailing' - German Foreign Minister 

Annalena Baerbock says the European Union won't give in to Moscow's "blackmailing" after Gazprom announced another 

large reduction in gas supplied through the Nord Stream 1 pipeline linking Russia and Germany. 

Speaking to RFE/RL in an interview on July 26, Baerbock said Germany and the EU see Russia’s tactic as another attempt 

to divide the EU, one that will be unsuccessful because Europe is united like never before and understands that it must 

end its dependence on Russian energy. 

“We want to get independent 100 percent -- independence from fossil energy from Russia as fast as we can,” she said, 

adding that Europe intends to stay on this path. 

The Russia sanctions bite - Sanctions have been effective at crippling the Russian economy. That's the conclusion of 

a new 118-page paper from Yale's Jeffrey Sonnenfeld and 18 co-authors. 

Why it matters: The big question about Russia sanctions is whether they have teeth, if they exclude Russian oil and gas. 

While official Russian statistics suggest the economy is using its oil and gas revenues to withstand the effects of sanctions, 

Sonnenfeld's paper says that the official Russian statistics are lies. 
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What they found: The paper's results include sobering facts about the Russian economy. "Russian imports have largely 

collapsed," the paper says — creating massive supply shortages and denying the country crucial parts and technologies. 

"Russian domestic production has come to a complete standstill." 

Foreign companies that have left Russia account for 40% of Russian GDP, the author wrote, almost none of which is going 

to come back any time soon. 

The conclusion: "Looking ahead, there is no path out of economic oblivion for Russia as long as the allied countries remain 

unified in maintaining and increasing sanctions pressure." 

Driving the news: Russia has announced further cuts in its supply of natural gas to Europe. But the paper makes the case 

that Russia needs Europe to buy its natural gas more than Europe needs Russian natural gas to buy. 

Because natural gas is "a highly non-fungible commodity," delivered through pipes that take decades to build, Russia has 

very few alternative export markets for its gas, and 83% of its natural gas exports go to Europe. 

Europe, on the other hand, imports just 46% of its natural gas from Russia. 

The bottom line: The economic repercussions of Russia's war of aggression in Ukraine are being felt in all countries. But 

they're particularly devastating in Russia — with little, if any, future upside so long as sanctions remain in place. 

Containment 

HIMARS Enhancements coming -  HIMARS’ Current range is 50 miles. However, the platform can be enhanced to 

reach 190 miles, something the US government has under consideration with impending delivery soon. 

This will dramatically and emphatically drive Russian supply and service lines far back from front lines, facilitating 

Ukrainian advances along battle zones.  

Civilian medic commands respect on 

Ukraine war’s front lines - All over the 

Donetsk region, close to the front lines of 

Russia’s war in Ukraine, Nataliia Voronkova 

turns up at Ukrainian field positions and 

hospitals wearing high heels. A colleague 

bought her running shoes, but Voronkova 

gave them away. 

A helmet and a protective vest aren’t part of 

her uniform, either, as she distributes first-aid 

kits and other equipment to Ukrainian soldiers 

and paramedics. She is a civilian, the founder 

of a medical non-profit, and looking like one is 

something no one can take from her, even in 

a combat zone. 

“I am myself, and I will never give up my heels for anything,” Voronkova said of the red strappy sandals, beige pumps and 

other elegant footwear she typically pairs with full skirts and midi dresses as she makes her dangerous rounds to secret 

military bases and mobile medical units. 
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The former adviser to the Ukrainian Defense Ministry with graduate degrees in banking and finance is a familiar sight to 

officers and troops in eastern Ukraine. For eight years after Moscow seized Ukraine’s Crimean Peninsula in 2014, 

Voronkova dedicated her life to providing tactical medical training and equipment for Ukrainian forces fighting pro-Russia 

separatists. 

Ghost drones are n the way to Ukraine - The US is committed to send as many as 580 Phoenix Ghost drones to 

Ukraine as part of a $270 million package the Pentagon announced on Friday. 

Phoenix Ghost tactical unmanned aircraft systems are drones that fit inside a rucksack and can hang in the air for up to 

six hours before honing in on a target and destroying it. The weapon's ability to stay in the air for long periods of time 

mean that it is known as "a loitering munition." The drones have infrared guidance, allowing them to operate at night 

and destroy medium-armored targets. 

Geopolitics 

Blinken Holds Calls With Armenian, Azerbaijani Leaders For Final Peace Deal On Nagorno-Karabakh - U.S. 

Secretary of State Antony Blinken has offered U.S. assistance in building ties between Armenia and Azerbaijan. Blinken 

held separate calls on July 25 with the leaders of the two countries to encourage efforts to achieve a permanent 

settlement between the adversaries almost two years after a Russian-brokered truce ended a six-week war over 

Nagorno-Karabakh. 

He said the two nations have a "historic opportunity to achieve peace in the region," according to State Department 

spokesman Ned Price in a statement. Blinken has "offered the United States' assistance in facilitating regional 

transportation and communication linkages,” Price said. 

He also noted that the United States has been a co-chair of the Organization for Security and Cooperation In Europe 

(OSCE) Minsk Group since 1994 and “stands ready to engage bilaterally and with likeminded partners to help Armenia 

and Azerbaijan find a long-term comprehensive peace.” 

Guatemalan president becomes first Latin American leader to visit Zelenskyy in Kyiv - Guatemalan President 

Alejandro Giammattei has visited Kyiv to express his solidarity with President Volodymyr Zelenskyy as Russia continues 

its brutal assault of Ukraine. 

Giammattei met with Zelenskyy in the capital on Monday, becoming the first Latin American president to make the trip. 

Many Latin American leaders have avoided taking a stance on the Russian invasion of Ukraine, reflecting in some cases 

decades-old ties to Russia and in others a wariness of US foreign policy goals. 

“We stand in solidarity with the Ukrainian people, who have resisted with courage,” Giammattei said at a joint news 

conference. “As long as human lives are lost, we cannot silence our voices.” 

“Let it be clear that since the beginning of this conflict, Guatemala has raised its voice,” he said. "We will always be 

consistent with our words. Guatemala does not and will not remain silent.” 

UK’s Johnson gives Churchill award to Ukraine’s Zelenskyy - British Prime Minister Boris Johnson on Tuesday 

presented Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy with the Sir Winston Churchill Leadership Award, drawing 

comparisons between the two leaders in times of crises. 

Zelenskyy accepted the award by video link during a ceremony at Johnson’s London office that was attended by members 

of the Churchill family, Ukrainian Ambassador Vadym Prystaiko and Ukrainians who have received training from British 

soldiers. 
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Johnson recalled how Zelenskyy confirmed on Feb. 24 that Russia had invaded, adding: “In that moment of supreme 

crisis, you faced a test of leadership that was, in its way, as severe as Churchill’s challenge in 1940.” 

Zelenskyy thanked Johnson and Britain for their support. 

The two men have formed a close relationship since Johnson became the first Western leader to visit Ukraine after 

Russia’s invasion. Earlier this month, Zelenskyy said he was saddened when Johnson quit as Conservative Party leader 

after months of ethics scandals. 


